Open Call for EiMa 2022 RESIDENCES
EiMa creation centre in Maria de la Salut opens the yearly call for creation and experimentation residencies
for consolidated or emerging professionals who develop their work in the field of dance and the living arts
and whose goal is to research or develop innovative projects in this area.

Goals
1. To support the professional network by providing space, time and infrastructure for creative work, so that
residents can explore and generate new and innovative experimental proposals.
2. To accompany and take care of the creative processes and all the needs that may come up.
3. To promote the professional careers of Balearic companies.
4. To give visibility and recognition to the artistic projects of the Balearic Islands companies.
5. To provide 5 residencies to Balearic Island´s companies or creators, thanks to the collaboration with
Teatre Principal (Consell de Mallorca / Department of Culture, Heritage and Language Policy) with the
following modalities:
Mode A_ National x 2
Modality B_ Residence in EiMa (María de la Salut) x 3
6. To provide several residencies to local, national or international creators, without institutional support:
Modality C_ Free Residences (without financial support, intended for companies or creators who need space
and have support from other channels)

Description of the modalities of residence
Modality A: Residence with national exchange*.
1. L'animal a L'esquena. Celrà-Girona (www.lanimal.org).
- Duration / place of the residency: 4 weeks divided into: 2 weeks at EiMa and 2 weeks at the creation
centre L'Animal a l'Esquena. Celrà-Girona
- Residency period: EiMa to be agreed, L'animal - autumn
- Maximum number of participants: 6
- Animal a l'Esquena offers:
- Space with wooden floor and natural light
- Technical equipment
- Accommodation for 6 people with access to a kitchen
- Logistical support from the people in charge of l'Animal a l'Esquena.
2. Azala espacio. Lasierra, Álava (www.azala.es).
- Duration/location of the residency: 4 weeks divided into: 2 weeks at EiMa and 2 weeks at Azala
espacio.
- Residency period: to be agreed
- Maximum number of participants: 6
- Azala espacio offers:
- Space with wooden floor and natural light
- Technical equipment
- Accommodation for 6 people with access to kitchen facilities
- Logistical accompaniment by Azala espacio's managers.
•

2.500 Euros of support for each project

* Modality A also has 2 weeks at EiMa, where the same conditions apply as for modality B.
* For modality A, creators may apply for mobility support at the Instituto de Estudios Baleares (IEB),
in the form of travel assistance, with advice and help from EiMa.
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Modality B: Residencies at EiMa
- Duration / place of residence: 2 weeks at EiMa in Maria de la Salut.
- Residency period: from February to December, except for the period from 25 July to 7 August.
- Maximum number of participants: 6
- EiMa offers:
- Work space with wooden floor and natural light, with access to a resting area with fridge,
microwave and coffee machine and an outdoor patio.
- Table and office space with WIFI
- Basic technical equipment (sound system and audio-visual projector)
- Accommodation in a village house in Maria de la Salut with kitchen and wifi
- Artistic, administrative and logistical support
- Communication and diffusion of the activities related to the residency.
- Access to a database and contacts of cultural spaces and managers in the Balearic Islands
(to facilitate contact).
- 1,500 Euros of production support per project.
- Possibility of participating in professional conditions as a guest artist at the EiMa Festival
held every summer in Maria de la Salut (see description of the festival at the end of the
document **).
- Facilities to participate in the laboratories/workshops that will be held throughout the year:
- Workshop on management, production and marketing issues.
- Laboratory on thought and creation (concept, dramaturgy, ...)
- Laboratory on creative processes

Modality C: Free residencies
- Duration / place of the residency: according to the needs of the project and availability of
space.
- Residency period: from February to December, except for the period from 25 July to 7 August.
- Maximum number of participants: according to the needs of the project
- EiMa offers:
- Workspace with wooden floor and natural light, with access to a seating area with
fridge, microwave and coffee machine and an outdoor patio.
- Desk and office space with WIFI
- Basic technical equipment (sound equipment and audiovisual projector)
- Logistical support
- Communication and diffusion of the activities related to the residence.
- Accommodation in a village house in Maria de la Salut with kitchen and WIFI.
- Does not include: allowances, transport or remuneration.
- The possibility of participating, under professional conditions as a guest artist, in EiMa
Festival held every summer in Maria de la Salut (see description of the festival at the
end of the document **).
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Requirements for applicants
- Be born, live or work in the Balearic Islands.
- Have a professional career and/or accredited training.
- Have a proposal that involves: risk, innovation, development of a process, with established
parameters for reflection and that are both realistic and evaluable, although they imply a rank of error
or failure.
- Artists selected in previous calls that demonstrate the need for continuity may be presented.

Obligations of the artist or company (all categories)
- Fulfil the established dates for the beginning and end of the residencies.
- To offer a public activity or exhibition of the work process at María de la Salut or the national
creation centres (format, place and date to be agreed).
- To provide promotional materials for the dissemination and diffusion of the activities.
- To adapt to the work rhythms and schedules determined by the centre.
- To participate in the activities organised by Teatre Principal and EiMa for the residents.
- To mention and publish, in a visible place, in all diffusion and communication materials, the logo of
EiMa, as well as that of the TP / Consell de Mallorca and of the residences with which they
collaborate.
- To sign the letter of commitment at the time of acceptance of the residency.
- After the residence, the selected companies will have to present a report of their stay.

Recruitment
- In modalities A and B the Recruitment of the projects will be carried in collaboration with EiMa by
Teatre Principal, while in modality C only by EiMa.
- The selection of the residency space for each of the projects selected by the commission will be
carried out taking into account the fundamental characteristics of each project, as well as the
availability of dates for both the artist and the space. Although we cannot guarantee it in all cases,
the criteria of adjudication will try to provide both the typology of space desired by the artist and the
suitable period for the residency.
- We will value the integrity and artistic innovation of the proposal, the relationship between the
project and the territory, as well as programming practices expanded (workshops, presentations,
talks, participatory projects ...) that can support the stay during the residency.

Proposal submission period
The proposal submission period runs until 26 January 2022..

How to apply for residences
To apply for a residency, it is mandatory to fill in the following form:
https://forms.gle/XA1qr8fbtn8NcAUu7
Requiring the following information:
- Challenge or question to be investigated during the residency
- Description of the artistic proposal (PDF): objectives / motivation / starting point / justification of the
challenge or question / sources and references for the research.
- Team (members and functions)
- Professional career / Resume / CV
- Documented work (max. 5 files): Video (mp4) / URL and / or photographs (jpg, gif, pdf)
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For further information, please visit the following website: www.eimacreacio.com
ATTENTION, DUE TO THE EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES THAT WE ARE EXPERIENCING ON THE
OCCASION OF COVID-19, DATES AND DEADLINES MAY BE MODIFIED!

** EiMa Festival is usually held for 15 days during the months of July-August and combines
workshops, community projects, meetings and professional performances by Balearic, national and
international artists working in the field of contemporary dance and movement arts. This year we are in the
7th edition, and have experienced a development in teamwork and community work since 2016.
We propose, from the supposed "cultural periphery", to reverse the typical flows in order to decentralise the
artistic activity and to promote and celebrate culture from and in the rural environment.
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